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The reversed and normal flux contributions to axial

dipole decay for 1880-2015

M. C. Metmana,∗, P. W. Livermorea, J. E. Mounda

aSchool of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, United Kingdom

Abstract

The axial dipole component of Earth’s internal magnetic field has been weakening since

at least 1840, an effect widely believed to be attributed to the evolution of reversed flux

patches (RFPs). These are regions on the core-mantle boundary (CMB) where the sign of

radial flux deviates from that of the dominant sign of hemispheric radial flux. We study

dipole change over the past 135 years using the field models gufm1, COV-OBS.x1 and

CHAOS-6; we examine the impact of the choice of magnetic equator on the identification

of reversed flux, the contribution of reversed and normal flux to axial dipole decay, and

how reversed and normal field evolution has influenced the axial dipole. We show that a

magnetic equator defined as a null-flux curve of the magnetic field truncated at spherical

harmonic degree 3 allows us to robustly identify reversed flux, which we demonstrate is

a feature of at least degree 4 or 5. Additionally, our results indicate that the evolution

of reversed flux accounts for approximately two-thirds of the decay of the axial dipole,

while one third of the decay is attributed to the evolution of the normal field. We find that

the decay of the axial dipole over the 20th century is associated with both the expansion

and poleward migration of reversed flux. In contrast to this centennial evolution, changes

in the structure of secular variation since epoch 2000 indicate that poleward migration

currently plays a much reduced role in the ongoing dipole decay.
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1. Introduction1

Observations of Earth’s internal magnetic field reveal that its largest component2

is that of the axial dipole, which has been in decline since at least 1840 by a rate3

of approximately 15 nT yr−1 (Barraclough, 1974; Gubbins, 1987; Gubbins et al.,4

2006) (see also Fig. 1). The strength of this component is measured by the degree5

one, order zero spherical harmonic or Gauss coefficient g0
1 (e.g. Backus et al.,6

1996). A determination of this component has been possible since Gauss’ work7

in the 1830’s and estimates have been refined by modern observatory and satellite8

data (e.g. Finlay et al., 2016b).9

The coefficient g0
1 can be computed with knowledge of the radial magnetic10

field Br on the core-mantle boundary (CMB) through evaluation of the integral:11

g0
1(t) =

3c

8πa3

∫

S

Br(r, t) cos θ dS (1)

where t is time, r is the position vector, a and c are the radii of the Earth and its12

outer core respectively, θ is colatitude and S is the area of the CMB (Gubbins,13

1987). Figure 1 shows the integrand of Eq. (1) evaluated at the CMB at epochs14

1840.0 and 2015.0. The integral is negative and therefore so is g0
1. However,15

there are regions on the CMB where the integrand is positive, which therefore16

contribute destructively towards |g0
1|. These regions may be referred to as reversed17

flux patches (RFPs).18

Temporal variation in Br, and therefore in |g0
1|, ultimately results from the con-19

vection of the electrically conducting iron-alloy that comprises the outer core.20

However, Eq. (1) illustrates that the secular variation of |g0
1| may be expressed21

mathematically in terms of Br at the CMB only. With this in mind, the observed22

decay of |g0
1| has most often been attributed to the secular evolution of RFPs (Gub-23
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bins, 1987; Gubbins et al., 2006). In particular, various authors have stressed the24

importance of the evolution of the Southern Hemisphere RFPs underneath the25

southern tips of South America and Africa (Bloxham and Gubbins, 1985; Gub-26

bins, 1987; Bloxham et al., 1989; Olson and Amit, 2006; Terra-Nova et al., 2016).27

For example, Olson and Amit (2006) and Finlay et al. (2016a) employed geomag-28

netic secular variation models to determine core flow at the CMB, and combined29

these flow and field models to map the associated contributions to axial dipole30

decay. Olson and Amit (2006) show that as much as roughly 80% of the in-31

stantaneous change in the axial dipole for 1980 may be the result of meridional32

advection of the field. Over archeomagnetic timescales (in particular the past 333

ka) Terra-Nova et al. (2015) found that RFPs have existed and that they contribute34

to axial dipole decay, this signal being clearer especially over the past several cen-35

turies when resolution of field models is greater. In particular, by using a null-flux36

line (where Br = 0) as a magnetic equator in place of the geographic equator, they37

showed that spherical harmonic field components of degree 4 and higher are im-38

portant in describing RFP evolution. They were able to partition the flux patches39

into a variety of types and quantified the contribution of each to the decay of |g0
1|.40

Models of Earth’s internal field can generally be divided in two types: those41

that adopt the frozen-flux approximation (Roberts and Scott, 1965), that is they42

neglect diffusive contributions to secular variation (e.g. Bloxham and Gubbins,43

1986; Constable et al., 1993; Lesur et al., 2010; Wardinski and Lesur, 2012); and44

those that do not (e.g. Jackson et al., 2000; Gillet et al., 2013, 2015; Finlay et al.,45

2016b). In frozen-flux models field evolution is rather restricted, there can be no46

net change in magnetic flux through a given RFP and RFPs are not allowed to47

merge or divide (Backus, 1968). This may be a problem as the intensification of48
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reversed flux may well be the result of flux expulsion (Bloxham, 1986), a diffusive49

process that is absent from frozen-flux field models. Some models additionally50

conserve radial vorticity (e.g. Jackson et al., 2007; Asari and Lesur, 2011), so that51

poleward migration of RFPs is allowed only if there is an associated change in the52

morphology of that patch (Jackson, 1996). With such constraints, RFPs are then53

expected to contribute to axial dipole decay only by growing in surface area or by54

migrating towards the geographic poles. In what follows, we will therefore refrain55

from using frozen-flux models.56

In this study, we build upon this previous work to address three objectives.57

Firstly, we evaluate the impact of the choice of the magnetic equator on RFP58

characteristics. As we will show later, the use of a magnetic equator with a rel-59

atively complex morphology can hamper the robust characterisation of reversed60

flux evolution, and a spatially smooth equator is therefore more appropriate for61

our analysis. The second objective is to quantify the importance of the reversed62

portion of the field for axial dipole decay, relative to the unreversed or normal part63

of the CMB field. Finally, we evaluate what characteristics of the RFP secular64

evolution contribute to this decay, specifically their intensification, migration, and65

growth in combined surface area.66

This work is outlined as follows: section 2 specifies the field models used for67

our analysis, followed by our means of RFP identification in section 3. Sections68

4 and 5 present respectively how the reversed and normal contributions to axial69

dipole decay are computed, and how this decay is interpreted in terms of RFP evo-70

lution. Our results are discussed in more detail in section 6 which also concludes71

our work.72
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2. Field models73

We employed the field models gufm1 (Jackson et al., 2000), COV-OBS.x1 (Gillet74

et al., 2015), and CHAOS-6 (Finlay et al., 2016b) for the time periods 1840-1990,75

1840-2015, and 1999-2015 respectively. The first model has been used in earlier76

works concerning reversed flux evolution (e.g. Gubbins et al., 2006, Olson and77

Amit, 2006, Terra-Nova et al., 2015) and the use of COV-OBS.x1 and CHAOS-678

allows us to extend their analysis by 25 years. Additionally, the lengths of the79

investigated periods for gufm1 and COV-OBS.x1 are larger than all non-dipole80

secular variation timescales (Lhuillier et al., 2011), such that significant temporal81

variation of the non-dipole field (and therefore that of reversed flux) is captured.82

Among these field models there are similarities in terms of the data they83

are built upon. For example, the models gufm1 and COV-OBS.x1 rely on the84

compilation made by Jackson et al. (2000) (described in detail by Jonkers et al.,85

2003), which includes observations of marine and land surveys, observatory an-86

nual means (OAMs), and satellite data from the POGO and Magsat missions.87

Also, COV-OBS.x1 and CHAOS-6 both incorporate recent directional and inten-88

sity observations from the missions Ørsted, CHAMP, SAC-C, and Swarm, as well89

as OAMs up to the years 2013.5 and 2015 respectively. Moreover, the three mod-90

els are constructed without the use of the frozen-flux approximation, so that the91

temporal evolution of RFPs is not further restricted.92

The field models use different underlying modelling strategies, which result93

in different spatial and temporal behaviour, even at times when the same data are94

used. The models gufm1 and CHAOS-6 employ regularisation that ensures con-95

vergence of the spatial and temporal field spectra, while satisfactorily fitting the96

data. By contrast, COV-OBS.x1 is the result of a Bayesian (stochastic) inference97
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obtained with a priori means and covariance information (for details see Gillet98

et al., 2013). This model comprises an ensemble of members, all of which fit the99

data satisfactorily and none of which are regularised. This ensemble enables us to100

determine uncertainties in field structure and derived quantities.101

For all models we computed Br for yearly intervals using a spherical harmonic102

expansion up to degree 14 on a 0.45◦×0.45◦ latitude-longitude grid (i.e., 400 × 800103

grid points). Several integral quantities (discussed in the following sections) were104

computed on the same grid for gufm1, the COV-OBS.x1 mean model, all 100105

COV-OBS.x1 ensemble members, and CHAOS-6. The use of a higher resolu-106

tion grid was tested (up to double the resolution) and did not yield significantly107

different results.108
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3. Identification of RFPs using a magnetic equator109

3.1. Choice of magnetic equator110

The first step in describing reversed flux is selecting a magnetic equator that parti-111

tions the CMB into two magnetic hemispheres (which may not be of equal surface112

area), each characterised by its dominant sign of radial flux. Reversed flux patches113

are then regions where the sign of Br is opposite to the dominant sign of flux of the114

magnetic hemisphere in which they reside. The choice of the magnetic equator115

is non-unique; previous studies have employed both low (Olson and Amit, 2006)116

and high morphological complexity (Terra-Nova et al., 2015). It is sensible to117

define the magnetic equator according to a null-flux curve of a field truncated to a118

certain spherical harmonic degree l
eq
max. For example, truncating to the axial dipole119

component alone gives the geographic equator, a full degree 1 expansion yields120

a great circle tilted with respect to the geographic equator, and a higher degree121

multipole expansion yields an undulating curve. Note that a magnetic equator122

constructed using a degree of truncation l
eq
max < 14 will in general not align with123

null-flux curves of the degree 14 magnetic field used in this study.124

3.2. Construction of a discrete magnetic equator125

Any definition of the magnetic equator that depends on the morphology of the126

CMB field will evolve through time. Terra-Nova et al. (2015) presented and em-127

ployed an algorithm that allows the determination of the magnetic equator for any128

given field morphology. Their algorithm finds an initial longitude along which129

there is only one location where Br = 0 (strictly speaking where there is only one130

change in sign of Br) and then repeatedly selects the closest grid location to this131

point at which Br = 0 as the next point on the equator. Joining these grid points132

together then defines a discretised magnetic equator.133
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Our method of defining the magnetic equator is based on the algorithm of134

Terra-Nova et al. (2015), although we extended it in two ways. Firstly, it can not135

always be guaranteed that there exists an initial longitude along which there is136

only one location where Br = 0. This can for example be the case when an RFP137

resides on the geographic North Pole. As an alternative approach, we chose an138

arbitrary initial longitude and selected the latitude at which Br = 0 closest to the139

geographic equator. We do this by searching for a change in sign of Br on our grid140

and then use a linear interpolation between grid points to find the location where141

Br = 0. This location is then taken as the starting point of the discrete magnetic142

equator.143

Secondly, we found that the magnetic equator constructed by the algorithm of144

Terra-Nova et al. (2015) was very sensitive to the structure of the magnetic field,145

particularly near the geographic equator when multiple null-flux curves were rel-146

atively close. There were cases where the iterative construction of the equator in-147

correctly joined nearby but separate null-flux curves, manifest by a local jump in148

the curvature of the magnetic equator. In order to enforce smoothness in the mag-149

netic equator we scan along nearby lines of equal longitude for locations which150

have a change of sign in Br, constructing a set of candidate locations defining151

the next point on our discrete magnetic equator. Then, we compute an unsuit-152

ability norm χi = αsi + βζi for every ith candidate location, which involves both153

distance (si) and the change in tangential angle (ζi) between the current and can-154

didate locations. The coefficients α and β describe the importance of distance155

and smoothness respectively. We fix the value of α and select β in a number of156

steps. Initially, we set β = 0 and select the candidate location that minimises χi157

(this mimics the algorithm of Terra-Nova et al. (2015)). If ζi > 3π/4, we deem158
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this point unacceptable and progressively increase β until the candidate point that159

minimises χi has an an associated ζi < 3π/4. We then accept this candidate point160

as the next location on our discrete magnetic equator.161

Having defined the magnetic equator we assign the dominant radial magnetic162

flux in the northern magnetic hemisphere to have negative sign and positive for163

the southern magnetic hemisphere. Within each magnetic hemisphere any grid164

point at which the sign of Br is different from the dominant sign is assigned to be165

reversed. This defines the distribution of reversed flux in a point-wise manner.166

3.3. Quantifying reversed flux167

Any choice of magnetic equator presents problems for the identification of re-168

versed flux. Using the geographic equator as the magnetic equator is undesirable169

as the Earth’s dipole field is tilted; consideration of this component alone frag-170

ments individual low-latitude features into separate reversed and normal regions171

(Fig. 2a and 2b). This results in a substantial increase in the number of reversed172

flux regions which would otherwise not be considered as reversed. Conversely, an173

l
eq
max = 14 multipole expansion results in diversions of the equator to high latitudes174

encompassing large geographic areas. For example, for the year 1900 there is a175

large intrusion of the magnetic equator into the southern geographic hemisphere,176

caused by the connection of the reversed flux beneath the South Atlantic to the177

northern magnetic hemisphere (Fig. 2i and 2j). We assert that for the field models178

considered in this work this region should be considered a reversed flux patch in179

the southern magnetic hemisphere, because there are times when this region is180

present but is not connected to the northern magnetic hemisphere.181

This effect is quantified in Figure 3a where we show the combined reversed182

flux area AR (see section 5 for details) normalised by the total CMB area S as a183
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function of time, using a magnetic equator obtained with l
eq
max = 14. There are clear184

discontinuities in AR which occur when null-flux curves defining the boundaries185

of reversed flux disconnect from or connect to the magnetic equator. Of further186

note is that the spread among the COV-OBS.x1 ensemble members is relatively187

large near the end of the 20th century, precisely when data quality and quantity188

is relatively high. The change in ensemble spread during this period reflects how189

for this type of magnetic equator the identification of reversed flux is particularly190

sensitive to small-scale features of the field. For example, a very small temporal191

change in the morphology of the field may yield the merging of a RFP and the192

opposing magnetic hemisphere, which will strongly affect the secular variation of193

AR. On the other hand, similar change in field structure elsewhere that does not re-194

sult in such a merge, will have little effect on AR. Therefore, the use of a magnetic195

equator defined with l
eq
max = 14 makes it difficult to robustly quantify the temporal196

evolution of reversed flux, and we therefore deem it unacceptable for our analysis.197

Of additional interest in this figure is that although the results for COV-OBS.x1198

and CHAOS-6 appear to be consistent, there is an apparent disagreement between199

COV-OBS.x1 and gufm1 during the first four decades of the time period shown:200

AR according to gufm1 shows an almost constant value, whilst AR according to201

COV-OBS.x1 exhibits rapid decline. This time period coincides with the start-202

up period for the COV-OBS.x1 model, and is likely to be a manifestation of an203

end effect (N. Gillet, personal communication, 2016). For this reason, we focus204

attention on the period 1880-2015 for the remainder of this work.205

A magnetic equator that is defined using a low degree of truncation will limit206

the occurrence of large intrusions, whereas increasing l
eq
max reduces the combined207

surface area of divided low-latitude reversed flux. Figures 2c to 2h show the effect208
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of the choosing of l
eq
max ∈ {1, 3, 4} on the identification of reversed flux. The choice209

of l
eq
max = 1 is undesirable as it still fragments low-latitude features particularly210

underneath the Pacific. Conversely, for l
eq
max = 4 the equator assumes a shape that211

resembles the hemispherical intrusion of l
eq
max = 14. The choice l

eq
max = 3 gives the212

most structured magnetic equator, such that the combined surface area of divided213

low-latitude reversed flux is acceptable, while avoiding the problematic intrusion.214

The sensitivity of reversed flux identification to magnetic equator complexity215

has also been quantified by computing time series of AR/S for various l
eq
max (Fig.216

4). It appears that decreasing l
eq
max generally yields a larger value of AR/S , due217

to the associated inclusion of divided low-latitude RFPs. However, the trends218

among all continuous curves remain similar. It is also of note that the apparent219

lowest degree of complexity for the magnetic equator we can employ before any220

discontinuities develop is l
eq
max = 4. Nevertheless, this is not a robust choice for221

the magnetic equator, as it still yields jumps in magnetic equator morphology.222

These jumps can not be detected from the AR time series (Fig. 4); however, they223

can be seen in other quantities. For example, the change in magnetic equator224

morphology between 1946 and 1947 yields negligible overall change in AR (Fig.225

5), whereas the classification of Br within the magnetic hemispheres has changed226

abruptly. Also, these maps illustrate the unrealistic identification of normal flux,227

with normal features in the Southern Hemisphere completely detached from the228

Northern Hemisphere. Considering these difficulties with l
eq
max = 4, we instead229

adopt l
eq
max = 3 for the remainder of this work, and to maintain consistency among230

our results we do so for all field models. Under this definition of the magnetic231

equator, for the COV-OBS.x1 model Fig. 3b shows an initial fall in the total flux232

patch area, a stable period between 1880 and 1920 when AR/S is constant, and a233
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gradual increase in AR/S to the present day. This behaviour is largely parallelled234

by gufm1, although it has no initial decay and for all times AR/S is less than235

that calculated from COV-OBS.x1. Moreover, we again find agreement among236

CHAOS-6 and COV-OBS.x1 results, although the former model appears to yield237

a slightly lower rate of change in AR/S . Lastly, Fig. 3b shows that over the time238

periods investigated RFPs do not cover more than 20% of the CMB.239

An alternative characterisation of RFPs, in addition to their area, is by their240

typical spherical harmonic degrees. For our choice of magnetic equator l
eq
max = 3,241

figure 6a shows the effect of truncating the field to degree lmax by its flux patch242

area AR/S as a function of time. There appears to exist a minimum degree of trun-243

cation required to resolve RFPs, which is time-dependent. For example, during244

the second half of the investigated period there are almost no RFPs for lmax ≤ 3;245

however, setting lmax = 4 yields a marked increase in RFP area. In earlier times,246

setting lmax = 4 resolves relatively less reversed flux and it appears that lmax = 5 is247

required to resolve the majority of RFPs for that period. Also, Fig. 6a shows that248

lmax and AR are not strictly positively correlated, as AR/S exhibits a decline within249

the ranges lmax = 9 to 11 and lmax = 5 to 8 for the approximate periods 1880-1910250

and 1950-2015, respectively.251

To assess the robustness of the above characterisation of reversed flux we252

briefly consider the effect of applying the same analysis using a magnetic equator253

defined using l
eq
max = 14. Figure 6b shows two key features: first is the signa-254

ture of the intrusion which is particularly noticeable between 1880 and 1920 for255

lmax ≥ 10. Second is that we find a clearer signature of the characteristic spherical256

harmonic degree defining RFPs of least 5. This matches the results presented in257

Fig. 6a as in both cases an lmax of at least 5 is required to resolve a significant258
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portion of the reversed field. Lastly, Figure 7 shows the total flux patch area for259

l
eq
max = 3 and as a function of lmax when time averaged. It shows for gufm1 and the260

COV-OBS.x1 mean model that there is no single characteristic minimum degree261

for the whole of the period and that the inclusion of degrees 4 and 5 yields the262

greatest increases in AR/S . This illustrates the particular importance of these de-263

grees for resolving reversed flux over the corresponding time periods. However,264

the CHAOS-6 results demonstrate that for approximately the past two decades265

that RFPs are predominantly degree 4 features, and that there is also a small con-266

tribution from degree 3, reflecting a change in the typical wavelength of these267

features.268
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4. Contributions to the axial dipole269

Having defined RFPs we are now in a position to compute the contributions from270

the combined area of RFPs, S R, and the combined area of normal field (i.e. the271

remaining regions), S N , to the axial dipole coefficient g0
1. Following Eq. (1) we272

can partition these contributions as follows273

g0
1(t) =

3c

8πa3

(

∫

S R(t)

Br(r, t) cos θ dS +

∫

S N (t)

Br(r, t) cos θ dS

)

= g0
1,R(t) + g0

1,N(t) (2)

The above expression explictly shows how g0
1 may be expressed in terms of the re-274

versed and normal flux distribution. Using the grid specified in section 2, g0
1,R and275

g0
1,N are computed through 2-D trapezoidal integration at yearly intervals, where276

only quadrilaterals with four nodal points that are designated reversed contribute277

to g0
1,R, while the remaining quadrilaterals contribute to g0

1,N .278

The time-dependence of the contributions g0
1,R and g0

1,N is shown in Fig. 8a279

and 8b, respectively. Both gufm1 and the ensemble mean of COV-OBS.x1 show a280

monotonic increase in g0
1,R from about 1900 onwards. According to either model,281

the increase in g0
1,R over the 20th century amounts to approximately 1.3 · 103 nT:282

this is roughly two-thirds of the decay in |g0
1| (of about 1.8 · 103 nT, see Fig. 1)283

over that time. However, it should be noted that our estimate of the reversed284

axial dipole contribution is likely to be a lower bound due to differences in the285

magnetic equator we consider and the geographic equator which defines the axial286

dipole. For example, by employing our magnetic equator there exist field features287

that are considered reversed and still enforce the actual dipole.288
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Figure 8b shows the time dependence of g0
1,N , which is an important but a289

less frequently considered contribution to the axial dipole. Its increase since 1900290

parallels that of g0
1,R, although to a lesser extent. Indeed, the change in g0

1,N is one291

third of the decay in |g0
1| over the 20th century. Comparing figures 3b and 8a we292

see that, compared with COV-OBS.x1, gufm1 provides a lower value for AR and293

its corresponding g0
1,R.294
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5. Characterisation of reversed flux patch evolution295

In this section we focus on characterising the increases in g0
1,R and g0

1,N over the296

20th century in terms of reversed- and normal-flux evolution respectively, which297

have jointly contributed to the decline of |g0
1| over this period. Inspection of Eq.298

(2) shows that secular increases in g0
1,R/N

can be due to a change in one or more299

of S R/N (growth/reduction of combined area), the latitude-weighted area (pole-300

ward/equatorward migration), or Br (flux (de)intensification). We test which of301

these effects have importance for the evolution of g0
1,R/N

by computing the quanti-302

ties:303

AR(t) =

∫

S R(t)

dS , (3)

ΦR/N(t) =
1

AR/N(t)

∫

S R/N (t)

|Br(r, t)| dS , (4)

ΘR/N(t) =
1

AR/N(t)

∫

S R/N (t)

| cos θ| dS , (5)

which represent, respectively, the combined reversed surface area (note that AN(t)+304

AR(t) = S ), the average unsigned Br over S R/N , and the average unsigned cosine305

latitude weighting factor average over S R/N .306

The time-dependency of AR has already been shown in Fig. 3b. As mentioned307

above it shows a gradual growth over the 20th century which amounts to a rela-308

tive increase of about 11% for the COV-OBS.x1 ensemble average and more than309

30% for gufm1. The correlation between these increases and those in g0
1,R (Fig.310

8a) suggests that the decay in |g0
1| may be linked to an increase in RFP area. How-311

ever, this takes no account of where RFPs are located. Figure 9a shows that ΘR312

has increased by 27% according to COV-OBS.x1 and 51% according to gufm1313
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over the 20th century. This indicates that in these models RFPs show a significant314

average poleward migration. Of further note is that since 2000, ΘR has been ap-315

proximately constant and therefore has not contributed itself to any recent change316

in g0
1, in contrast to its significant role over the past century. Lastly, Fig. 9b shows317

that the average radial flux through RFPs has increased significantly over the 20th
318

century by approximately 14% and 21% for COV-OBS.x1 and gufm1, respec-319

tively. In common with previous figures, the estimates for ΦR from gufm1 are320

lower than those from COV-OBS.x1.321

Taken together, the relative increases of AR, ΘR and ΦR suggest that the decay322

in |g0
1| over the past century is manifest at the CMB as a combination of growth323

of RFP area, poleward migration, and flux intensification within RFPs over that324

period. Comparing the magnitudes of the increases in the quantities we consider,325

the relative increase in ΘR is roughly twice that of AR and ΦR, such that more than326

half of the increase in g0
1,R over the 20th century may be attributed to poleward327

migration and the remaining increase may be equally ascribed to each of reversed328

flux expansion and intensification (Table 1).329

The evolution of the normal field is characterised by the time-series of the330

quantities ΘN and ΦN , shown in Fig. 10a and 10b, respectively. It is clear that331

ΘN has remained relatively constant over the 20th century with a relative change332

of less than 5% over this period for both COV-OBS.x1 and gufm1. The average333

intensity of normal-flux, ΦN , has undergone a relative increase of approximately334

10% over the investigated period, a change that strengthens the axial dipole. The335

overall influence of the changes in the normal-field quantities is to weaken the336

axial dipole, mainly due to the change in AN , with the impact of changes in ΘN337

and ΦN on g0
1 approximately cancelling (Table 1).338
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6. Discussion and conclusions339

We set out to address three issues in the determination of RFP evolution and their340

influence on the decay of the axial dipole. First, we needed to define a magnetic341

equator enabling the identification of RFPs. We investigated the use of null-flux342

curves for different degrees of truncation of the magnetic field. We found that the343

use of a degree three field provided a robust method of identifying RFPs, and that344

RFPs are features of at least degree 5. Our choice of magnetic equator contrasts345

with that of Terra-Nova et al. (2015) who used a null-flux curve of the total field (in346

this case of degree 10) as the magnetic equator, and with Olson and Amit (2006)347

who used the geographic equator. As we show, neither of these are effective for348

our time period: setting l
eq
max to be lmax of the total field produces a large intrusion349

of the magnetic equator into the southern hemisphere during approximately 1880-350

1920, while the use of a geographic equator fragments low-latitude features. Over351

a longer archeomagnetic timescale (about the past three millennia), Terra-Nova352

et al. (2015) showed that RFPs are features of degree at least 4, which is consistent353

with our results.354

The second issue we addressed was to quantify the contribution of the reversed355

and normal flux regions on the CMB to the decay of the axial dipole. The g0
1356

coefficient can be altered by changes in the area of reversed or normal flux (AR357

and AN), the latitudinal migration of flux patches (as characterised by ΘR and ΘN),358

or changes in flux intensity within the patches (as characterised by ΦR and ΦN);359

first-order estimates of each of these effects are given in Table 1. We found that360

roughly two-thirds of the decay over the 20th century may be attributed to RFPs361

and one-third to the evolution of the normal field. Although normal field provides362

a smaller contribution, it is sufficiently significant such that the decay of the axial363
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dipole can not exclusively be attributed to the reversed part of the field (Gubbins,364

1987). However, given that the total reversed surface area relative to the area of365

the CMB is 20% at most, the axial dipole appears to be particularly sensitive to366

changes in the reversed portion of the field compared to the normal field.367

Third, we find that in the field models considered, the most important contri-368

butions to the decrease in |g0
1| arise from the changed partitioning of reverse and369

normal field area at the CMB, and the poleward migration of RFPs. It is interesting370

to note that these dominant contributions over the past century may not continue371

to reflect the current (or future) secular variation of the axial dipole. For example,372

the contribution to dipole decay arising from the average poleward migration of373

RFPs plateaued at around epoch 2000 (Fig. 9a); the continuing decrease of g0
1374

since that time is primarily due to increases in the average amplitude of reversed375

flux within the RFPs (Fig. 9b).376

Our results are consistent with the work of Terra-Nova et al. (2015) who find377

a similar time dependence over the 20th century for the contribution of the re-378

versed field to the axial dipole, although this is to be expected as they employ379

the CALS3k.4b field model which is constrained by gufm1 for the years 1840 to380

1990 (Korte and Constable, 2011). Additionally, by using gufm1 for the same381

period as in this study, Olson and Amit (2006) find that the fall in |g0
1| is mostly382

due to secular variation in the Southern Hemisphere. This is again consistent with383

our results as we find that the evolution of RFPs, which reside predominantly in384

the Southern Hemisphere, account for most of the |g0
1| decay. Our results also385

demonstrate the significance of poleward migration of RFPs for axial dipole de-386

cay, similar to the studies of Olson and Amit (2006) and Finlay et al. (2016a).387

However, both studies highlight the importance of equatorward flow of intense388
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normal flux beneath the southern Indian Ocean, which contrasts with our finding389

that the reversed flux contribution to axial dipole decay is more than twice as large390

as its normal counterpart. We find evidence for equatorward advection of normal391

field, but its contribution to axial dipole decay appears to be relatively small. It is392

possible that these discrepancies can be explained by the fact that the flow models393

from the previous studies are constrained by the frozen-flux approximation, unlike394

our approach.395

In this study we compared results from COV-OBS.x1 and gufm1; although396

based on similar data the models show a marked difference in the RFP identi-397

fication from 1840 to 1880. The major difference during this period is in the398

representation of small scale magnetic features. Whereas gufm1 has relatively399

strong temporal and spatial damping that penalises small scales, by contrast COV-400

OBS.x1 has no damping, and apparently has anomalously strong small scale fea-401

tures between 1840 and 1880 that is likely due to an end effect (N. Gillet, personal402

communication, 2016). For this reason we restrict attention to the period of 1880403

onwards. As the investigated quantities (Eq. 2-5) are particularly sensitive to404

the distribution and intensity of the short-wavelength reversed field, the relatively405

strong regularisation inherent in gufm1 has a signature in all of our plots that char-406

acterise the area and magnitude of RFPs, by having markedly lower estimates of407

our descriptive quantities than COV-OBS.x1 (Fig. 3, 8a and 9). Despite these408

differences, the general trends agree and therefore both models support the con-409

clusions that we have reached.410

Both gufm1 and COV-OBS.x1 are constructed without frozen-flux constraints411

on RFP evolution. The use of models that employ such constraints (e.g. Blox-412

ham and Gubbins, 1986; Constable et al., 1993; Lesur et al., 2010; Wardinski and413
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Lesur, 2012) may yield significantly different results than those presented in this414

work. This is especially the case for the quantities AR and ΦR that respectively415

represent RFP surface area and intensity. If models that additionally conserve416

radial vorticity were to be applied in our analysis (e.g. Jackson et al., 2007; Asari417

and Lesur, 2011), then this may also yield different results for the evolution of418

ΘR, as in that case poleward migration of an RFP is allowed only if there is an419

associated change in the morphology of that patch (Jackson, 1996). Thus, for420

these models the decay of the axial dipole remains to be explained and further421

work will be required to determine how it may be attributed to different aspects of422

CMB field evolution. Within the models we have analysed, poleward migration423

of RFPs is an important contributor to 20th century dipole decay; however, this424

process contributes little to the ongoing decay afther the year 2000.425
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Figure 1: The magnitude of the axial dipole coefficient g0
1

for the period 1840.0 to 2015.0 (left),

and the spatial distribution of Br cos (θ) on the CMB for the COV-OBS.x1 mean model at epochs

1840.0 (top right) and 2015.0 (bottom right).
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(a) Br, geographic equator (b) RFPs, geographic equator

(c) Br, l
eq
max = 1 (d) RFPs, l

eq
max = 1

(e) Br, l
eq
max = 3 (f) RFPs, l

eq
max = 3

(g) Br, l
eq
max = 4 (h) RFPs, l

eq
max = 4

(i) Br, l
eq
max = 14 (j) RFPs, l

eq
max = 14

Figure 2: The radial field Br on the CMB (left) and the associated distribution of RFPs (right) for

epoch 1900.0 and several configurations of the magnetic equator (solid black line).24



(a) l
eq
max = 14

(b) l
eq
max = 3

Figure 3: The combined reversed to CMB surface area ratio AR/S as a function of time for all

COV-OBS.x1 ensemble members, using a magnetic equator with l
eq
max = 14 (a) and l

eq
max = 3 (b).

Shown are the results for gufm1 (black curve), the COV-OBS.x1 mean model (dark red curve),

and all COV-OBS.x1 ensemble members (thin red curves). The thick light red curve is the average

among the results for the ensemble members, and the dark and light gray areas correspond to

confidence intervals of one and two times the standard deviation, respectively.
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Figure 4: The combined reversed to CMB surface area ratio AR/S as a function of time and for

various l
eq
max. Solid and dashed curves represent even and uneven l

eq
max respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: The distribution of reversed flux for epochs 1946.0 (a) and 1947.0 (b).
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(a) l
eq
max = 3

(b) l
eq
max = 14

Figure 6: The ratio of the combined RFP area relative to the CMB surface area AR/S as a function

of time and degree of truncation lmax for the COV-OBS.x1 mean model, using either a magnetic

equator obtained with l
eq
max = 3 (a) or l

eq
max = 14 (b).
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Figure 7: The ratio of the combined reversed flux area relative to the CMB surface area AR/S

averaged over the investigated periods with l
eq
max = 3 and as a function of lmax.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: The reversed (a) and normal contributions (b) to the axial dipole field over the investi-

gated periods (the same colouring as in Fig. 3 applies).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: The average over the combined RFP area of | cos θ| (a) and |Br | (b) as a function of time

(the same colouring as in Fig. 3 applies).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: The average over the combined normal area of | cos θ| (a) and |Br | (b) as a function of

time (the same colouring as in Fig. 3 applies).
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A Θ Φ total

g0
1,R 0.3 0.7 0.3 1.3

g0
1,N 0.6 0.2 -0.3 0.5

Table 1: The approximate impact of changes in the integral quantities A, Θ and Φ over the 20th

century on the axial dipole contributions g0
1,R/N

in units of 103 nT.
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